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So what do women really have to do to to get things to change in Australia well if only if only on 
you tell me I needed to have any law tell us I think look there are those who like you that 
affirmative action and I was we've seen in the Labour Party when they established sort of 
female quotas that had a really clearly positive impact on the number of female politicians there 
were there are those who are very opposed to the notion of affirmative action because it's 
somehow under undermines the credibility of any woman who makes it into a position of power 
and that maybe there is something to be said in in Julia Gillard's notion that you just have to 
change the images in people's heads they just need to see them there and then it becomes the 
more palatable reality this may be true I think it's confronting to think at all or say it but I think we 
can affect a lot of changes on the level of our own lives tune in what we demand of ourselves in 
demand over other men folk and what we teach our daughters and what we what we say is 
acceptable what we let what we let go by you know in that in that YouTube clip of general 
Morrison was it you know he made some remark about about that what you can you remember 
that remark was it was about basically was about and it's the same thing like you know you're 
sitting in a restaurant and you see Nigella Lawson getting strangled by her husband do you step 
in or do you just let it go by and by stepping in and saying no this is not right are you again 
deploying that that terrible gender card and now that's clearly an extreme example but there are 
many small examples I think in our daily lives now I was giving a talk a couple of weeks ago at 
the Sydney writers festival and at the end it was about motherhood memoirs and I've written a 
custom term papers no speaking to Monica ducks who's written a terrific motherhood memoir 
and at the end of it a woman put up her hand and she said yes but what are we going to do 
about it the men just expect us to do everything and I'm going away for the weekend and I've 
just done all the cooking and I've put it in the freezer what are we going to do about it I just 
thought well get him to do some cooking you know and maybe it's clearly it's not always that 
easy and people were in in bad relationships and and and so on but but I think we also have to 
make demands of of the other people around us and of the men around us and ask how we're 
living our lives and if we're really living those feminist ideals or or not on a personal level now 
some will say that mmm someone say that's blaming the victim I don't think it is I think and I 
think we're talking about the culture and the culture is our shared project at the back good 
evening and thanks very much for a great conversation I've really enjoyed your perspective 
particularly on Julia Gillard's prime ministership I was just wondering given the turmoil that she's 
endured over the last number of years how do you feel history will look back on her prime 
ministership because yep she did a lot of great things in her time and you know as this whole 
situation washes through I'd be interested to know what your thoughts might be just how we 
look back on her prime ministership yeah well I had a sense of it and maybe it's my own wishful 
thinking but as she was delivering that that very beautiful and to my mind very moving and 
gracious speech of concession I sort of felt I had a vision of her in in posterity and and I my own 
feeling is that history is only going to smile upon her in all sorts of ways just down the front here 
Thanks I just wanted to bring up the this ridiculous situation that happened about the knitting 
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and what we can do about that and what is your you know what are your thoughts about how 
we can deal with that absurd continuing its what we like what anyone wants to do their own 
voice yeah I think everyone's entitled to their own hobbies I think it's a funny thing with Julia 
Gillard I think she was so sort of she became 


